ACP DESIGN
ACP Design (Architecture Consulting Planning) is an international architectural
practice who has offices in Moscow, Almaty and Dubai. ACP Design has been executed
by Ekaterina Gromykhina (MARKHI, 1997). Svetlana Glagolevskaya (Almaty,1986) has
been running both Astana and Dubai offices, whereas Enis ÖNCÜOĞLU (METU, 1989) is
the chief designer of Dubai offices.
The company is executing multidisciplinary project services on various locations,
including mainly CIS regions as well as Turkey and UAE /Gulf Region. Furthermore it is
fully licensed with track record of various completed projects.
Among many spectacular hotel projects, one of the most well known one is Ritz Carlton
Moscow. Despite the many challenges like the central location, restrictions due to its
neighbors like Kremlin, coordination between highest international standards and local
ones and organization of multiple design parties; the project has been succeeded to be
completed on time and within the achievement of all intended targets.
We put our utmost effort to manage and coordinate various design parties in order to
fulfill maximum client satisfaction as well as to achieve the best in multiple aspects.
2017

ACP Design’s main motto is to create spaces and places
This portfolio is presented for your review with a wish of future collaboration
Thanks in advance for your further interest
Your sincerely
Ekaterina Gromykhina
ACP DESIGN
General Manager

master plan

St. Petersburg Forum
St. Petersburg, Russia
St. Petersburg Forum is located at Moskovsky District on
the south of St. Petersburg. The land plot is situated at the
crossing of Moskovsky Avenue and the Obvodny Canal; at
the border of the Moskovsky and Central districts.
The project is developed as a master plan which aims to
integrate the residential quarter at the north of the Obvodny
Canal with the southern part of the district by transforming
the former industrial area into a new city center. The
quantity of public spaces in St. Petersburg is inadequate
compared with the new development rate of the city. The
public spaces are mostly historical former centers which
are important nodes in the city. St. Petersburg Forum is
designed to offer a new public space with contemporary
architecture.
2007 / 2008

71.455 m2

residence, hotel, shopping

23.700 m²

center, office

404.807 m²

11.4 hectare

41.800 m²

556.407 m²

concept

St. Petersburg Forum is planned to achieve a holistic design by integrating different
functions around one element. The “Forum” concept is utilized to integrate the
different zones of the project by a spinal system. The main design concept of the
project originates from “Roman Forum” which was the social and economical center
of the ancient city. Similarly, St.Petersburg Forum is thought to become the new
center of the city with commercial and residential functions. The site is reserved for
pedestrians excluding vehicular traffic. The Forum area designed as an open space
functions as an intermediate space connecting commercial spaces for public use
and residential spaces for private use.

The building typology of the project originates from the courtyard concept. The
courtyard concept provides privacy for housing complexes; in addition a place of
gathering for commercial spaces. The buildings are designed with three different
courtyard concepts as traditional Russian courtyard, international courtyard, and
modern courtyard.
St. Petersburg Forum is mainly composed of residential units accompanied with
commercial functions which are divided into regions: Forum Area; Riverwalk
Hotel & Apartments; Forum Tower; Forum Plaza; Courtyard Residences; Obvodny
Centre; Stockyard Retail Complex. Forum Area constitutes the heart of the project.
The size and dispersed shape of the site guided to design an element which will
bring together various functions and buildings.

Volgopark Center
Volgograd, Russia
Volgopark Center is composed of:
Volgopark Promenade
Volgomall- Shopping Center
Volgopark Tower- High-rise residences
Volgopark Plaza- Offices and retail units
Volgopark Sports Hall- Sports Center
A master plan, which offers social, leisure,
residential and commercial spaces at the south
of Volgograd is designed to create a spatial dialog
between nature and city by the continuation of
topography and landscape. The building complex,
composed of shopping center, residences, offices
and sports center, is designed as a continuous
“Promenade” which forms the spine of the project.
The balanced design of building, landscape and
water creates a new identity in the city.
2007-2008
shopping center, residence, office, sports hall
masterplanning, concept project
80.750 m²
231.099 m²
80.168 m²
46.838 m²
29.450 m²
35.000 m²
concept

The project, being located at the Krasnoarmayskiy District at the south of
Volgograd, is intended to become the new public space as an attraction center
for the residents of Volgograd. The site is situated at the intersection of Volga
River and Volgo-Don Canal. The master plan is developed by planning different
functions and elements along a continuous axis.
Volgopark Tower is planned as a high-rise residence building designed by the
integration of two blocks. The location of the building is planned by considering
the settlement pattern of the surrounding for sun and light situation. The
building is mainly composed of housing units on the upper floors accompanied
with retail units on the ground floor.
Volgopark Plaza is designed as an office building composed of five floors; car
parking on the basement floor, retail units on the first floor and office units
located on the upper floors.
Volgomall is designed with the concept “shopping as museum and exhibition
space”. The complexity of urban space is interpreted at the interior space and
exterior configuration of the building form. The tectonic design of the building
connects existing landscape with the new design by creating a social center.

Surgut World Trade Center
Surgut, Russia
Wold Trade Center Surgut is the project
development on floodplain of River ‘Ob’ in
Surgut city, containing various functions and
integrating the city landscape with the river. It
aims to become the new landmark of the city,
which will provide new recreation, business,
exhibition and other multifunctional spaces. This
is a world class project which will be the turning
point in development of the city with its high end
architecture and innovative ways of planning.

2014

35.000 m2

masterplanning

199.000 m2

concept project

concept

The project is composed of two construction phases :

First phase
Archeological and ethnographic complex and touristic oil-park,
Technopark – 12 000 m²
Expocenter – 26 800 m²
Oceanarium – 10 700 m²

Second phase
World Trade Center towers – 84 500 m²
Art Performance Hall – 3 000 m²
Multifunctional Medical Center – 22 600 m²
Designed Floodplain

Bilkent Center
Arbil, Iraq

2011

133.517 m²

mixed-use

92.877 m²

concept

23.305 m²

120.000 m²

17.325 m²

NUROL OFFICE PARK
İstanbul Turkey

2012

260.000 m²

mixed-use

55.000 m²

concept

122.500 m²

Tuscan Valley
İstanbul, Turkey
Tuscan Valley project developed by Emaar Turkey is
a successful new community located approximately
45 km west of the center of Istanbul and 20 km from
the airport. Adjacent to the residential phases of the
project, new retail, entertainment and healthcare
centers are envisioned to support the community as
well as to attract visitors from Istanbul to the area.
The design principles of master plan are to establish
a continuous pedestrian promenade connecting the
retail, office and residence functions on a backbone.

2010

71.455 m2

retail, office, residence

2.750 m2

masterplan, concept project

40.700 m2

116.650 m2

concept

42.817 m2

The Master Plan of Retail-Entertainment- Leisure Center is designed with reference to
the urban pattern of Tuscany region. The aim of the Master Plan is to create an urban
environment that feels as though it was developed over time and that would transform
with the contribution of the users.
At the intersection of different functions and land plots, dynamic public squares are
planned to establish the continuity of spaces.

Tahincioglu Nidapark
İstanbul Turkey

2016
Mixed use
71.800 m²
432.017 m²

Park 21
Diyarbakır Turkey

2014
Mixed use
45.000 m²
215.000 m²

Eskişehir Microregional
Urban Planning
Eskişehir Turkey
2014
concept
599.000 m²

mixed use

Mahall Ankara is a mixed–use project located on
the Eskisehir Road which is the west developing
axis of Ankara. It has a intense program includes
residential blocks, office, retail blocks, office,
retail, hotel and Food Beverage of almost very
kind and scale.
The aim of the project is to design a small city
that reflects a real city life with its various scale
buildings and open and urban spaces which are
as important as close areas. This approach will
encourage the “Live Work Play” type lifestyle in
Ankara.
with RMJM

Mahall Ankara
Ankara Turkey
2012-in progress
mixed use
concept project, working doc.
40.600 m2
280.000 m2
59.500 m2
46.500 m2
5.000 m2
5.500 m2
under construction

Close to completion

Samal Ramstore Complex
Almaty, Kazakhstan

2015
mixed-use
20.000 m²
110.984 m²
85.206 m²
concept

e8 Mixed-Use Center
Ankara Turkey

2013
mixed-use
55.148 m²
105.197 m²
15.800 m²
concept
49.000 m²

e10 Mixed-Use Center
Ankara Turkey

2013
mixed-use
15.228 m²
62.060 m²
concept

Nurol Park is a mixed-use development located
on the Basin Express Highway. This highway is
the major transportation route leading Istanbul to
Atatürk Airport and connects the main important
traffic arteries TEM and E-5.
It is the first big scale project which introduce
public space integrated with its surrounding.
All the projects nearby are in the form of closed
gated communities. The aim of the project is to
build a dialog and integration with neighborhood.
Analyzed the site and surrounded areas we see
no dialog in between existing residential blocks
with inner sides and with new developed largescale projects also. The buildings in land plot that
form the urban pattern are planned to integrate
with the pedestrian streets, landscape pattern
and urban plazas with varying scales.

Nurol Park
İstanbul Turkey

2012-in progress
mixed use
concept project, working doc.
55.268 m2
261.159 m2
122.489 m2
18.212 m2
under construction

The project program is planned as zones with reference to
the existing neighborhood patterns. The open spaces around
the buildings are composed of streets, public squares
and green areas accommodating outdoor facilities. The
most important element of this composition is the ‘’Public
Valley’’ which creates an axis and at the same time connects
Basın Ekspres Highway in the west with the Street on the
east. The Valley creates a social attraction integrated with
retail units and landscape / recreation elements that the
residents would gather and facilitate together. The buildings
composed of office, residence, retail, hotel and sport
functions accompanied with the pedestrian zones create a
dynamic urban center.

Terravista Almaty
Kazakıstan Almaty

2017
mixed use

MINSK FORUM
Minsk, Belarus

2010

222.000 m²

mixed-use

70.000 m²

concept

SEPTEMCITY
St. Petersburg, Russia

2011

450.000 m²

mixed-use

81.153 m²

concept

208.500 m²

172.200 m²

2009 Best Mixed-Use Project Winner

Metropolis Office & Retail Complex
WITH RTKL&ABD LIMITED

moscow russia

The site is located in Northern Administrative district of
Moscow, along the important city highway - the Leningrad
highway. The multi-purpose complex consists of two
basic independent parts: a shopping & entertainment
center and office center which are joined by a plaza. The
other component of the complex consists of a 5 story car
parking area and technical constructions.
Facades of a multi-purpose complex are solved in
modern stylistics. In furnish of facades durable highquality materials are applied: structural glassing, metal
front panels and panels “sandwich” with firm coverings.
2007 /2008

311.950 m2

office, shopping center

80.000 m2

working doc. site supervision

80.000 m2

106.000 m2

concept

The interior space of the center is organized
around of spacious galleries and atrium. The
shopping center is composed of a hypermarket,
large anchor shops, “boutiques”, bowling, the
family entertaining center, 12-halls cinema, fast
food units and restaurants.
The main design criteria of the project are aimed
to integrate the urban space elements into the
interior. For this aim, the main circulation paths
are designed with urban street facades as an
interpretation of the urban streets and squares.
A circular atrium is welcoming people from the
main entrance; a dynamic atmosphere is aimed
to be created with curvilinear streets and the
bridges connecting the atrium and galleries. The
streets are covered by transparent skylights.

Krasnodar Terraces is a mixed-use development
that houses shopping center, fitness center, high
street retail, office block and residence blocks
with terraces and roof gardens. The project site
is composed of three parcels that are separated
by traffic streets. The existing use of the site is
open-air market place at the center of the city.
The inefficient use of the site and unattractive
image is to be replaced by a mixed use center. The
existing building is re-designed as a retail center
composed of retail units as shops and cafes; in
addition to indoor and open-air car parking that
would serve to the whole complex. The goal will
be to articulate the existing building functionally
and architecturally to the general design of the
mixed-use development.
The second parcel is functionally planned as
consisting of residences, shopping center and
fitness center. The high-rise blocks are designed
as terraced residences which serve as green
gardens with the city view. The shopping center is
planned with an oval shaped circulation pattern.
The roof of the shopping center is designed as
green roof with a fitness center.
The third parcel is composed of retail units on
the ground floor towards the shopping center
direction. The upper floors are planned as office
and residence units. The terrace typology is
continued at the design of the complex. Large
glass surfaces for light illumination are located
to the south direction.

Krasnodar Terraces
Krasnodar, Russia
2019
mixed use
concept project, working doc.
26.000 m2
126.830 m2

Residental

B199 İstanbul Residences
İstanbul Turkey
B199 Istanbul Residences (Büyükdere Avenue No:199) is designed as a project proposal
for the limited competition held by Zorlu in 2008. The client’s demand was to plan a
mixed-use complex mainly composed of residential functions accompanied with office
and retail.

2008

12.700 m2

4.326 m2

residence, office, retail

74.500 m2

17.491 m2

concept project

28.927 m2

completed

Located on Büyükdere Street, the newly developed business district of Istanbul, the project is a
designed as a mixed-use complex consisting of 32 floors which is aimed to be a landmark for the
city. B199 Istanbul project is aimed stand out from the buildings nearby with its design which is
inspired from the historical urban topography of Istanbul.
Since Büyükdere Street had developed as a traffic artery surrounded on one side with large land
plots of the former factories, one of the most important problems of the area is the deficiency
of public space for pedestrians. Gültepe district developed as a district composed of residential
and small scale business represents a usual district of Istanbul with small scaled apartment
blocks with a dense population. The project is designed to be a bridge integrating the spatial
discontinuity between two sides of the site.
The design philosophy is shaped by the project program in micro scale, the context of the site
in meso scale and the urban context of Istanbul in macro scale. The project is innovative for not
just bringing a solution to a site specific problem, in addition the project is seen as an alternative
solution for the common dichotomies and spatial gaps seen in Istanbul caused by the rapid
unplanned development.
The project is mainly composed of residences which are designed detached from the ground level
and planned on the upper floors. The ground is reserved for the public use with public squares
and plazas. The level difference of seven meters between two sides of the site enabled to design
three storey office and showroom spaces under ground level with direct connection from these
plazas and public squares. The office spaces are designed on intermediate floors as a buffer zone
between retail spaces and residences. While the ground is designed as a public space, the roof of
the offices is designed as a secondary level which is a green and recreational area for the private
use of the residents. In addition to recreational function, the green roof is designed for energy
efficiency for sustainability.
On the upper floors, the residence block is shaped with fluidity concept and with reference to the
historical silhouette of Istanbul to avoid the common cubical shaped high-rise buildings at the
surroundings. With the fluid form of the building, every floor and residence acquires a unique
character as a result of the differentiation of the façades and terraces which are designed and
oriented for optimum benefit from the sun and the city view. It is aimed to create continuous
spaces which connect the living spaces visually and spatially at the interior space. The terraces
are designed as city platforms to enjoy the panorama of the Istanbul and the Bosphorus on the
upper floors, in addition to their role as connecting the living spaces with the exterior space. Sky
fitness and sky spa bringing the sky and the city together is designed on the penthouse floor for
the use of the residents.

Palm Couture
Dubai, UAE
2014-in progress
residential
concept project, working doc.
2.800 m2
8.600 m2
under construction
The project (the “dream house”) is located on the
Trunk region of the Jumeirah Palm Island near
the sea coastal line, having direct access to the
private beaches and sea front.
The development consists of 10 floors, each
having different layouts and planning solutions.
The floor plans are based on the high-street
and luxury lifestyle themes with reflections to
the interior schemes. Especially the apartment
layouts have been planned for enabling each
family member to have a private and comfortable
living environment within the house. The areas
of the housing units vary between 450 m² (being
the smallest) and 1200 m² (being the largest)
which also provide a very different approach
amongst the existing housing examples Dubai.
Besides of this size feature, each housing unit
is also distinguished from the rest of the Dubai
housing typologies with the indoor swimming
pools that are placed on the front façade of the
block; having a wide, unobstructed sea view.

Palm Couture
İnterior Design with LWD

Folkart Residences
İzmir Turkey

2016

112.743 m²

mixed use

81.709 m²

concept project

concept

Park Yaşam Residences
İzmir, Turkey
Park Yasam Residences is located at the newly developing residential district of Izmir,
in Mavisehir. The building complex is designed as a mixed-used center composed of
high quality residences, and offices. The residential blocks are designed mainly as
high rise buildings with different building heights and low rise residential block. The
blocks are designed at the periphery of the land plot with enable a wide courtyard in
the middle which creates social and recreational spaces with green and water features
for the residents.

2011-2012

conceptdesign working doc.

166.970 m2

residence / shopping center

45.302 m2

completed

/ office

Sisli Residences
İstanbul Turkey
Sisli Residences composed of retail and residence
functions are planned at the center of Istanbul on
Büyükdere Street. The project is created with the
concept of “mosaic” which is implemented at the
planning at the exterior façade of the building design.
The residence facade is designed modular units
composed of wire mesh material which come together
as a mosaic pattern. The wire mesh covers the
building creating a secondary layer for privacy and sun
control which the residents could arrange accordingly
to their life styles. An interior courtyard is planned at
the center to offer residents a green private space at
the densely built up area.
2010-2012

1.590 m2

residence, retail

17.895 m2

concept project

concept

Q Park Mixed-Use center is located on Baku,
Azerbaijan. The project area resides on an
important axis where Moscow road and airport
highway meet. The building also faces the
Qebele Square, which connects the city to the
sea. Therefore the view from the sea through the
city is directly influenced by the project: We can
say Q Park could be a landmark in the future.
With all these features in mind, the project is
planned to raise the importance of the area while
embracing the environment.

Q Park
Baku, Azerbaijan

2014
mixed-use
concept project
26.000 m2
180.000 m2
99.000 m2
5000 m2
concept

Jumeriah
Village Residences

Dubai, UAE

2016

4.972 m2

Residential
25.761 m

2

concept

Bostancı Residences
İstanbul, Turkey
2015
residential
12.250 m²
45.500 m²
concept

Al Farabi Residences
Almaty Kazakhstan

2005
residential
concept project
37.500 m2
168.000 m2

İlbank Regional Hq. İstanbul
İstanbul Turkey
The Ilbank Regional Headquarters, Istanbul is developed
by Ilbank A.S. as a result of the Bank’s strategic decisions
and physical requirements. The lot for this new regionalheadquarters has been selected in Atasehir, since that
region is envisioned and introduced as to be the new
financial center of Turkey by the government.
The main aim of the Project is to create a unique perception
among the developing environment by creating special
workspaces supported with more outdoor recreation
areas and more interactions with the exterior, displaying
a contrasting and replacing argument for the nearby
surroundings’ over-scaled and repulsive planning.
The project program has been consisted of three main
functions and user groups, namely; office, social - facility
and guest house.
The interior design concept is enriched by the use of natural
materials such as wood, natural stone flooring and glass.
A green area has been considered as a focus for the
interior desing in order to emphasize the “nature inside a
shell” concept. With this green area in mind, the interior is
formed with the use of natural materials such as wood as
a dominant feature. The atrium ceiling also designed as a
skylight for natural lighting.

2012

5.400 m2

office

12.605 m2

concept project working doc.

4.045 m2

1.213 m2

completed

The office complex is located at the crossing
of Konya and Eskisehir Road, two important
traffic arteries of Ankara housing government
buildings, office complexes and retail centers.
The complex consists of a high-rise block with 24
office floors and a separate office block with 11
floors. The entrance to the complex is planned
from the secondary street on the east. The office
tower is positioned to increase the perception
from the main roads. The rectangular prism of
the tower is broken on the upper floors by the
shifting the contours of the floors. Landscaped
roof gardens on the upper floors offer outdoor
meeting areas with views across the city. For sun
control, the west and south facades of the blocks
are designed as double skin in addition to green
houses for creating social spaces.

Demokrat Parti Business Center
Ankara Turkey

2012
office
concept project, working doc.
13.500 m2
64.300 m2
under construction

Adozer Office Building
İstanbul Turkey

2016
workplace
55.148 m²
105.197 m²
15.800 m²

Renaissance Tower
İstanbul Turkey
The land plot is situated at a very important traffic artery at the crossing of TEM and E-5
highway in Kozyatagı region on the Anatolian side of Istanbul. Since the environment of
the land plot is surrounded by the newly developing business centers and residences,
it is important to distinguish the project and reinforce the perception of the project
from the highway with its iconic design. The mass of the building is rotated with
reference to the highways to catch the sight view. A triangular mass is added to the
main configuration on the lower floors to catch the human scale and to refer to the
buildings at the environment. The triangular mass is composed of green house every
two floor to offer relaxation space for the workers and to enhance the climate control
of the building. The building block consists of a commercial center at the ground and
basement floors; and office spaces on the upper floors. A sunken garden is designed
at the ground to offer the workers open air social spaces. The fitness center, cinema,
shops are located on the first basement floor which can be accessed from the sunken
garden and the lobby of the building.

2009

concept project

82.098 m2

office / retail

13.795 m2

concept

CEPA Office
Ankara Turkey
2016
Workplace
21.475

DPC TOWERS
İstanbul Turkey

2012

11.250 m²

workplace

5.700 m²

concept

Oyak Offices
Ankara Turkey

2015

12.778 m²

workplace

28.000 m²

D6 Offices
Office Center
Moskova Russia
2016
workplace
32.429 m²
97.477 m²
56.890 m²

G 3-5 Offices
Moskova, Russia

2013
workplace
120.000 m²
34.525 m²

Central Bank of Turkey
İzmit Turkey

2013

7.525 m²

workplace

6.623 m²

Directorate General of Coastal
Safety Headquarter Buinding

2016

8.980 m²

workplace

concept

building design

Ilbank Antalya
Headquaerters
Antalya Turkey
2017
workplace
concept
7.571 m²

Industrial

Aselsan Offices
Ankara Turkey

2016

400.000 m2

industrial

225.000 m2

concept

Eczacıbası r&d Center
Bozuyuk Turkey
The main idea of the research center originated from the
fluidity concept to combine the research and development
functions in one holistic space. The main functions of
the building as showroom, laboratories and offices are
designed as different forms while remaining connected to
each other by an interior street flowing through the building.
The design idea is to integrate work and social space. The
project is designed to enable the users to pass from the
public interior street zone into the private laboratories. A
coalition of interior and exterior space is also created using
open common spaces. The common spaces are designed
as transparent surfaces in contrast to the covered industrial
space. A public square at the entrance as a gathering space
- courtyards and interior gardens as recreational space are
created by the use of topography.
2008

1.010 m2

office

790 m2

concept project

855 m2

5.135 m2

concept

Integrated Education Center
Malatya, Turkey

2016

Educational

9.965 m²

Roketsan Offices
Ankara Turkey

2015
workplace
758 m²
2.333 m²
concept

Wholesale Fish Market
İstanbul Turkey

2016

118.274 m²

Public, Infrastructure

19.560 m²

Disaster
Aducation Center
istanbul, turkey

2015

73.345 m2

workplace
70.000 m

2

concept

Gazometer 1
adaptive re-use Project

İstanbul Turkey
2016
culture

renovation and new construction
project
concept

Gazometer 2
adaptive re-use Project

İstanbul Turkey
2016
culture

renovation and new construction
project
concept

Jastar Youth Center
Astana Kazakhstan
Jastar Youth Center has two main functions; culture
and sports for young people of Kazakhstan. These
two functions are very different from each other
which creates a tension of the programme as; static/
dynamic, mind/body, creativity/activity, quite/loud
like a ying/yang pattern. When these functions -even
though are very different from each other- become
one, they become whole and improve mankind. Their
physical requirements are also very different than
each other, but to build visual links in between various
functions will aslo improve the whole experience of
the center. So in the circulation pattern we choose
to put functions on top of each other with adaquate
spaces and void in between to provide the privacy
while maintaining the visible link in between.
2013

38.000 m2

culture center

42.817 m2

concept project

concept

The plot is located in a very important area in Astana: On
the junction of an activity / green corridor of the city which
allocates a lot of pedestrian movement. So we combined
these two main aspects in our design under a big roof.
The activity corridor passes the building directly. The void
divides the main two functions , namely culture and sports
while the roof combines and makes a bridge in between.
The linear space under the linked roof is also indicates this
activity corridor. The entrances of each function is over this
corridor facing each other under the roof to provacate and
interconnect the users of each building about the activity in
front.

Nazarbayev University
Astana Kazakhstan

2014

100.000 m²

education

complated

İzmir Opera House
İzmir Turkey
Competition entry

2016

24.430 m²

cultural

33.090 m²

Oslo Museum
Oslo Norway
Competition entry

2009

47.000 m2

cultural

concept

32.200 m

2

Landfortresses
urban design & adaptive re- use project
İstanbul Turkey

2016

masterplan project

concept

Basra Sports Center WITH AZAKSU
Basra Iraq
Being a part of an existing masterplan, the project aims to
work as a key stone integrating the overall design of the
complex. Situated between the stadium -the main landmark
of the complex- and the sports guest houses, the three
sports halls in an array undertake the conciliatory and
complimentory role in terms of form, character and function.
The main interference to the existing masterplan is achieved
by creating a direct path from the guest houses’ center court
to the stadium. That alternative path is not only creating a
comfortable walking path in shadow but also allocating the
administrative building from the sports halls and creating
positive space in front in an urban character. The main
circulation platform around the halls is raised up in order
the avoid unnecessary excavation, however this also helps to
provide a better protected space against drifting sand.
The design form inquires a dynamic yet pure effect which is
also appropriate for hot climate. That takes simply to white
shell covers which reflect the solar rays and enlarge the roof
area for more space in shadow. The form of the shells make
use of the repeating, organic elements of the nearby stadium
facade and interprets the idea in a distinguished, artistic and
rythmic way. Shadow control is strengthened by partially
extended roof shells and with wooden shaders on the sides.

2013

concept

30.205 m2

leisure

88.642 m2

concept

Retail

Ocean Plaza Shopping Center
Moscow, Russia

2013
retail
concept
250.500 m2
136.600 m2
58.200 m2

Metropolis 2 Shopping Center
Moscow Russia

2013
retail

70.000 m²

Terracity Shopping Center
Antalya Turkey

Terracity is located in Lara, a popular tourist
destination of Antalya. Terracity brings a new
retail, entertainment and gastronomy concept to
Antalya. The center serves both to local residents
and tourists with national and international
brands and fine dining restaurants.
The social and leisure spaces are created on the
roof including restaurants having enclosed and
open sitting areas that can be used in summer
and winter time. The design is an interpretation
of Mediterranean Architecture shaped by natural
materials and vivid colors. The main architectural
themes of the project are composed of sea and
sun which are reflected at the interior design
and facades. Working accordingly with the
architectural themes, the sculptor created art
objects as sculptures located at the entrances
and atriums in addition to the patterns on the
railings.

2010-2011
shopping center
concept project, working doc., site supervision
22.000 m2
121.335 m2
completed

2011 Cityscape Global, Retail City Awards
Mall of the Years & Best Retail Destination of the Year categories, Highly Commended

Fortuna city mall
Irkutsk, Russia

2012
retail
concept
231.000 m²
12.350 m²
85.500 m²

Mall of Baltia
Kaliningrad, Russia

2014

70.000 m²

retail

52.800 m²

Kentpark Shopping Center
Ankara turkey
Kentpark is designed as a “Life
Style Center” with its architecture,
function and management system.
The project is designed with
functional and spatial diversity
concept including residence, office,
entertainment and retail functions.
The land plot situated on Eskisehir
Road, the main traffic artery that
designates the growth direction of
Ankara, guided to plan the project
considering the future development
of the environment. The center is
designed to offer social spaces for
the developing area in addition to
retail functions. The main feature
of the project is the “interior street”
connecting the main road to buffer
zone between the shopping center
and residences which is comprised
of a recreational area and a small
lake.

2011 Cityscape Global, Retail City Awards
Mall of the Years & Best Retail Destination of the Year Awards

2009 / 2010
shopping center, office,
residence
concept project, working
doc./site supervision
73.000 m2
386.300 m2
232.000 m2
80.000 m2
11.300 m2
concept

Since, there exists a large shopping center on
the next land plot, the challenge was to design
Kentpark with a different concept and break
the usual introverted shopping mall typology
defined as “retail box” and design the center with
the concept of “high street retail” by planning
the center with the spatial elements of the city
as public squares, streets, parks, gardens and
terraces. Thus, the main rotunda is designed as
“Urban Square”, the main artery as “Street”, the
market place as “Bazaar” and the open-air area
at the rear as “Terrace.”
In the planning configuration; home decoration,
office, shopping center, fitness, food-court area
and cinema function are planned in separate
building masses.

Cepa Shopping Center
Ankara Turkey
Cepa is awarded as “Best Commercial and Retail
Project” in Cityscape Abu Dhabi 2009 due to
bringing a new spatial interpretation to shopping
center concept by integrating urban elements
into the interior space of the building. The site
is on Ankara’s key commercial and public traffic
artery, Eskisehir Road, opposite Middle East
Technical University. The project which took shape
by the boundaries of the site and the program of
the shopping center is planned as a horizontal
rectangular prism. The large spaces and brands
as two floor retail units of hypermarket and D.I.Y.
store played an important role at the planning
stage of the building. It is intended to obtain
optimum size and solutions for vehicle and
pedestrian circulation with respect to the large
area of the site. For this purpose, the shops are
designed at the ground, first and second floors
despite the presence of a great variety of facilities
and large number of shops.
2005 /2006
shopping center
concept project, working doc.
53.000 m²
172.000 m²
68.500 m²
complated

The main emphasis of design is given to the interior space in addition to the
façade of the building. It is aimed to integrate the urban scale layout to the
interior space within the building in contrast to the simplicity of the exterior
design. For this aim, café street and food court are crowned by skylights, in
addition spaces with distinctive identities are designed by lighting and acoustic
panels.
In contrast to the most of the shopping centers, the façade at the main street
is designed to have maximum visual relation with the environment. The main
façade is designed in search for different solutions as an outcome of the
narrowness of the façade with respect to the ratio of the width and length of
the building. The exterior of the building is highlighted by the use of dynamic
colors. It is aimed to sustain the façade effect of the daytime similiar at the
night time by lightening the colored materials of the façade.
The massive surface of the administration office block is utilized to separate
the shopping center from the office entrance. An urban scaled terrace and
canopy are designed to define the main entrance on Eskisehir Road. The
expansion of the food court to the terrace is utilized to break the dichotomy
between the interior and exterior space and to enjoy the view of the METU
forest.

Starcity Shopping Center
İstanbul Turkey
The land plot is located at the newly developing part of
the city on Basın Express highway connecting Ataturk
Airport, E-5 highway and TEM highway to the coastal
road. Starcity differentiates from the projects at the
surrounding with its space organization and vibrant
interior space design.

2009 / 2010

34.000 m2

shopping center

120.000 m2

concept project, working

47.000 m2

doc., site supervision

concept

The project is designed as an outlet center
formed around an elliptical atrium which forms
the spine of the shopping center. The project’s
being an outlet center guided to design a relaxed
and spacious interior space with a minimalist
approach. Entrances of the outlet center are
planned at the ends of the elliptical atrium from
different floors.

Hollywood Hills Shopping Center
Moscow Russia
The concept for Hollywood Mall is based on the image of classic Hollywood; the
cultural and historical center of movie studios and movie stars for the last century.
The image, material and color palette is one of opulence and elegance, restrained
formality with a bit of whimsy.

2012-in progress

interior & façade design

134.445 m2

shopping center

34.010 m2

under construction

Moscow Mall
Moscow Russia

2015

33.550 m²

retail

145.450 m²

13.420 m²

concept

Hospitality

The project is located on one of the main streets
of Moscow, Tverskaya Street, just 500 meters
close to the Kremlin Palace. It is a unique
location, at the heart of Moscow’s cultural and
business district close to shops, theaters and
concert halls. The site of the hotel was the home
of different landmark hotels over the centuries.
The project is designed as a five (+) star hotel
offering 334 guest rooms and suites on 11 floors,
in addition to 2000 m² spa and fitness center, four
different dining options, a large ball room besides
a variety of meeting rooms.

The Ritz Carlton Hotel
WITH MOSPROEKT II

Moscow Russia
2005 / 2006
hotel

working doc, site supervision
6.500 m²
65.000 m²
334
completed

2007 Best Hotel

Radisson Blu
Resort Hotel
Sochi Russia

2014

58.000 m²

hotel

500

93.000 m²

completed

Gelendzhik Marina Hotel
Gelendzhik, Russia

2016

209.147 m²

hotel

8.125 m²

Anapa resort hotel
Anapa, Russia

2011

12.500 m²

hotel

26.000 m²

concept

160 room

Mersin Marina
Mersin Turkey

2010-2011
office / retail
concept project, working doc.
209.817 m2
With reference to the context of the project,
MerSea’N Marina is designed not just as
a marina project but a transitional space
between the city and sea located on the eastern
Mediterranean Coast of Turkey. The project is
sited on a formerly built up concrete floor on
the border of dense settlement of Mersin. The
marina is separated from the settlement zone
with a traffic road stretching along the coastline.
The project with 500 yacht capacity is designed to
promote yacht tourism in regional scale and to
create a social and recreational area with open
and green spaces in urban and environmental
scale. In addition to serving logistically to the
yachtsmen arriving from the sea, the marina is
aimed to address the city community and visitors
by shopping, catering, sports and green area
functions; enabling seaside accessible to all.

10.221 m2
2.094 m2
80.000 m2
completed

Sifne Marina
Cesme Turkey

2013
marina, retail (outlet)
concept
5170 m²

63.000 m²
12.700 m²
2580 m²

Tekirdağ Yat Limanı
Tekirdağ Turkey

2017
concept
91.103 m2
16.220m2

Radisson blu ioc hotel & congress center
sochi, russia
IOC Hotel and Congress Centre is designed to accommodate International Olympic
Committee members during Winter Olympics and IOC sessions which will be held
in 2012 in Sochi. After the Olympics, the complex will serve as a 5 Star Resort Hotel
with Congress Centre. The hotel consists of 500 rooms, most of them with sea view, a
fitness center, restaurants and a bar. The large, well-planned courtyard possesses all
that is needed for recreation for adults and children alike: decks, terraces, pergolas,
fountains.

2011 / 2014

concept project working doc.

61.370 m2

hotel

30.175 m2

complated

Downtown Vizir Hotel
Dubai UAE
Downtown Vizir Hotel is a High Rise Hotel Apartments project, which is located in Burj
Khalifa Downtown area.
The main design concept in the development is to integrate all the units with private
outdoor living terraces that will facilitate the apartments` indulgence into their
unique surrounding. In order to maximize the privacy and enhance the perception of
spaciousness; some of the units within the development are designed to be duplex
apartments. The hotel development has been designed to prioritize these main
principles and is articulated to reinforce this perception with its dynamic building
mass and unifying approach of its spacious interior and exterior spaces not only with
each others but also with the surrounding developments.

2010
hotel
concept project, working doc.
6.000 m2
68.800 m2
240

Military Medical Complex
Qatar

2016
healthcare
concept project
65.300 m²
concept

SSK Bolu Hospital WITH
DAR AL HANDASAH
Bolu Turkey

2002

27.500 m²

hospital

17.000 m²

complated

The project is designed as a sub-consultant
of Dar Al-Handasah as preparing the working
documentations and details. The hospital
project is located in Adapazarı, Karapınar; the
region of earthquake residential and consists
of a basement, ground floor and five floors. The
hospital is 24.400 m² and has a capacity of 250
bedrooms. The building configuration is adapted
to the site. The building is composed four main
masses. A block is composed of emergency,
operation rooms, administration and service
departments. B and C blocks are composed of
hospital rooms with nurse housing, intensive
care units. D block serves as the main circulation
core. E block consists of morgue, clinics, dialysis
and technical rooms. The hospital rooms are
detached from the circulation core distinctively.
The rooms are oriented to the view.

SSK Adapazarı Hospital
WITH DAR AL HANDASAH

Adapazarı Turkey
2004
hospital
working doc.
24.400 m²
completed

SSK Düzce Hospital
WITH DAR AL HANDASAH

Düzce Turkey

The project is designed as a sub-consultant of Dar AlHandasah as preparing the working documentations
and details. The hospital located in Bakacak Village
in Düzce is composed of 17.000 m². The building that
will serve to temporary patients is designed with three
entrances from main block, clinic and emergency. The
building consists if a basement floor, ground and two
floors. Technical services, kitchen, morgue, radiology
and laboratories are planned at the basement floor.
The administration, registration, clinic, emergency
service and hemodialysis is located at the ground floor.
On the first floor, hospital rooms, operation rooms,
maternity unit and daily cure unit is planned. The
hospital rooms are housed on the second floor. The
building consists of three main blocks; in addition a
technical center is planned individually. The pedestrian
and vehicle approach, orientation, mass configuration
has been important design criteria.
2004

17.000 m2

hospital

complated

working documentation

Narrative description of Project:
Three diagnostic centers are designed
in association with Dar Al-Handasah in
Turkmenstan composed of
6.500 m² on 5 floors. The buildings are designed
as consisting of 3 blocks with a main entrance
from Block A. The pedestrian and vehicle
approach, orientation, mass configuration has
been important design criteria

Asian Development Bank
Turkmenistan Ministry of Health
Turkmenistan
2002
hospital
working doc.
6.500 m²
completed

It is located close to ring road of Moscow. It is
designed to be an extensive block for Presidential
Hospital. Its physical connection to existing
hospital is provided by a tube passage. Gross
building area is
19.200 m². It has one basement and 4 normal
floors. Basement floor which is 3.800 m² is
comprised of archives, storages and technical
premises. First floor which is 3.800 m² has
a entrance hall for patient registration and
laboratories for diagnostics. Second floor which
is 3.800 m² has ICU units and back up offices for
it. ICU is divided into 3 groups as septic, aseptic
and cardiology. Third floor which is 3.800 m² has
10 operation rooms septic and aseptic together
with back up units, sterilization, preparation and
post operation units. Fourth floor which is 3.400
m² has offices for doctors and computer center
and technical rooms. Building plan is mainly
shaped as t. From the operation floor to the
main hospital, there has been a connection by a
tube bridge. Special details have been designed
to prevent heat transfer during cold winters of
Moscow.

Moscow SKB
Presidential Hospital
Moscow Rusia
1998
hospital
working doc.
19.200 m²
completed

offices / team

2013
Kaleidoscope Shopping Center, Tushino, Russia RCSC, Russian Council of
Shopping Centers Award
2012

Mersin Marina ArkiParc’12 Real Estate Awards Best Mixed-use Center

2011
Kentpark Shopping Center Retail City Awards, Cityscape Global Mall of the Year
Best Retail Destination of the Year
2011
Terracity Shopping Center Retail City Awards, Cityscape Global Highly
Commended Mall of the Year Best Retail Destination of The Year
2010
Starcity Shopping Center Cityscape Global Dubai Highly Commended,
Commercial / Mixed-use Built category
2010
Şişli Residences Cityscape Global Dubai Highly Commended, Residential Future
category
2009
Eczacıbaşı R&D Center, Bozüyük Cityscape Dubai Highly Commended,
Commercial / Mixed-use Future category
2009
Metropolis Office & Retail Complex, Moscow Commercial Real Estate Award
Best Mixed-use Project
2009

CEPA Shopping Center, Ankara Cityscape Abu Dhabi Best Commercial Project

2008 Iridium Shopping Center, Zelenograd Russian Council of Shopping Center Award
Best Medium-sized Shopping Center
2007
The Ritz Carton Hotel, Moscow Commercial Real Estate Award
Best Hotel
2007
June St. Petersburg Shopping Center Commercial Real Estate Award Best
Shopping Center in St. Petersburg
2006 Udelny Park Shopping Center, St.Petersburg Commercial Real Estate Award Best
Shopping Center in St. Petersburg
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